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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6023 221 4.4 1.54 32 3/8 9.125" 39.5" 7.02 4.3 132" 13

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

X, Z, Slot

DOB (Age)

8-6-93 (23)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Conti, Sal

TEAM

Indianapolis Colts13 - 3rd - IND

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Mississippi (MSUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Moncrief, Donte

16: vs KC 10/30, at GB 11/6, vs TEN 11/20, vs PIT 11/24, at NYJ 12/5

22

Winning %

54%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2016 Statistics: 30 Rec - 307 Yds, 10.2 Yds Per, 7 TDs. 2016: All 6 of his targets in the 

opponent's 1-10 yard line went for TDs.

Third year pro, starting in 19 of 41 games, including 7 of 9 in '16. Aligned both on and off of the ball at inside

and outside-lane WR in '16, his second season in OC Chudzinski’s multiple scheme, placing heavy emphasis on

the run to open up the PA Pass. Played with QB Luck in 4 of 5 games viewed; Luck was out with injury vs PIT

and QB Tolzien started. Good build with good height, weight, with solid arm length and hand size. Good

athletic ability with good foot quickness, balance and explosiveness. Solid Release with good foot speed to eat

cushion vs Off/Zone coverage with good use of subtle movements in the stem to attack DB leverage & create

space, good short-distance foot quicks to create slight space and run by tight man coverage when not dealing

with a jam. Solid upper body strength and hand usage to fight through contact in the route stem and create

space. Good processing to find & stay in Zone coverage openings on short-area routes, including good spatial

awareness to stay in QBs line of vision on scramble drills. Good foot quicks and ankle flexion to create instant

space on all out-breaking routes and short, in-breaking routes. Solid hip flexion to throttle down, drop weight

and separate on square-ins and comebacks. Good hands to catch the ball in the strike zone with good

concentration, toughness and grip strength to maintain possession in tight areas/vs impending contact; solid

ability to track the ball on deep, outside-lane routes. Displays good body control when completing sideline

catches and adjusting to high and low-thrown balls, especially in the RZ. Is good after the catch, with solid

quicks to gather upfield, taking good angles and leveraging good speed to run by 2nd level with good stop-

start CODs to juke arm tackles and poor pursuit angles. Gives good, consistent effort in run game, beating

defenders to landmarks, walling off and driving feet through contact with good aggression, hand placement

and strength to create lanes. Adequate hand-fighting skills to disengage from well-placed Jams at LOS

(whether Man or Zone coverage), which disrupts timing, limits his ability to fight through pressure. Did not

show ability to change how he released from the LOS on fade routes, consistently squeezing the red-line post-

snap, allowing DB to get early break on the route, limit space and force the QB to go elsewhere in the

progression. Adequate dexterity and body control to torque his core and snatch the ball outside of the strike

zone on crossing routes. Adequate lower body strength to break tackles in space, will need to rely on athletic

traits to gain YAC. Overall, solid, starting WR who is best when aligned inside or outside where he won't need

to fight through press. Brings most value as a RZ target, with good combination of size, short-distance foot

quicks, concentration and body control to convert in the short areas. Is also a good run blocker at the

perimeter and 2nd-level. When aligned on the ball, will struggle to separate at LOS vs good press coverage.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

41

Games Started

19

Games Won

Release vs Press, Manual Dexterity

PROJECTION Solid, starting WR who is best when aligned in the Slot or outside as a Z. Brings most value 

as a RZ target, with good combination of size, short-distance foot quicks, concentration 

and body control to convert in the short areas. Is also a good run blocker at the perimeter 

and 2nd-level. When aligned on the ball, will struggle to separate at LOS vs good press 

coverage.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Athletic Ability, Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness, Adjust/Body Control

WORST

WR

System where he can leverage short-area routes, especially in the red zone, without 

having to beat press.

15: Weeks 15-16 (Toe - Quest), Week 17 (Toe - Prob) '16: Week 2 (Head/neck - DTD), 

Weeks 3-7 (Shoulder - OUT), Week 8 (Shoulder - Quest), Week 12 (Hamstring - Quest), 

Week 15 (Hamstring - OUT), Week 17 (Shoulder - Doubt)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


